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Abstract— Radio frequency identification( RFID) is 

unwired processing task uses the radio signals for 

communication purpose. By using radio signals RFID 

pointing out the objects with unique electronic product code. 

This electronic product code hiving unique identification for 

single-single objects. The main disadvantages of RFID is, 

leaking the information as distance increases. As distances 

increases unsecured authentication start between the tag and 

reader. At this time unauthorized user may get all the 

information of the object and as well as unauthorized user 

may guess the password also. Hence unsecured 

authentication may generate some security problems and 

secret-privacy protection problems to the authorized user. 

EPC Class-1 generation-2 technique generates to many 

security issues hence to overcome these problems we 

proposing new pad generation technique instead of EPC 

Class-1 generation-2 technique. By doing this we producing 

strong authentication between tag and reader. In this paper 

we study the EPC Class-1 generation-2 authentication 

scheme as well as pad generation authentication scheme. 

The proposed pad generation simulated using ModelSim SE 

6.3f and synthesized using Spartan 3E FPGA board. 

Keywords: Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), Radio-

Frequency Identification (RFID), Access Password(Apwd), 

Kill Password(Kpwd), Cover Coded Password(Ccpwd) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Radio frequency identification( RFID) systems growing day 

by day by producing more and more applications for the 

user. RFID communicates between the tag and reader 

without having any contact between them from several 

meters to several kilometers. RFID having three main parts. 

Tag, reader and server/back end data base. Tag performs the 

operation of the sending the data to the reader and getting 

the data from the reader. Tag stores the data in its memory 

with one electronic product code. EPC(14) finds the tagged 

items in the environment. When the authentication starts 

between the tag and reader, the specified reader reads the 

data from the tag and writes the data into the tag by using 

server. Server plays an important role in validation of the tag 

and reader for security purpose. If  the validation done 

between the tag and reader authentication starts between the 

tag and reader. Now the tag and reader communicates and 

gets the information of the material. If there any 

modification in the tag, reader write the modified data into 

the tag when authentication starts. EPC plays an important 

role in finding the tagged items easily. EPC is one of the 

standard and it is mainly designed to drive the RFID items. 

EPC is best identifier finding the objects uniquely by using 

unique identity. It uses the bar code for finding the objects 

in the world uniquely. By using the bar code system we can 

find thousands of products within fraction of minute with 

the related information of the product. EPC is very useful in 

authentication process, tag having EPC with related product 

information in its memory. It sends the information when 

reader sends request. Now reader takes the information of 

the related product and modifies the data if there any need of 

modification in the tag information. Server checks access 

password and cover coded password of the tag-reader if both 

matches authentication starts.  

EPC C1G2(15) is one way authentication scheme 

between the tag-reader. One way reader produces only 16-

bit password. Here we using two techniques for generation 

of this authentication scheme those are FM0 data-coding 

architecture and Miller modulated subcarrier(MMS) 

architecture(7). But these two architecture are not secure 

because the unauthorized user may guess the password 

easily and gets all information of the specified object. Hence 

these two architecture produces lot of security and secret 

privacy problems. To overcome these problems we using 

padgeneration authentication scheme. This padgeneration 

generates 32-bit password and giving better security 

protection than one-way reader. Here we using the cyclic 

redundancy code(CRC) for better operation of the 

padgenerartion. But this cyclic redundancy code generates 

too many problems so we proposing another improved 

padgeneration scheme. This scheme solves the cyclic 

redundancy code problems and produces more efficient and 

secured authentication than remaining all of the above 

explained schemes. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. EPC Class-1 Generation-2 Standard: 

EPC C1G2[15] has 32-bit access password and it is stored in 

the reserved memory of the tag. Access password is required 

to exchange data the tag and the reader. The reader gets the 

random from the tag after sending the request to the tag. 

Now the reader performs the bitwise XOR operation 

between the access password and random number generated 

from the tag. Finally generates the cipher text. Now the tag 

decrypts this cipher text by doing the bitwise XOR operation 

between the cipher text random numbers generated from the 

tag. 

Figure 1 shows the detailed explanation about the 

EPC C1G2 standard network one way tag-reader 

authentication scheme. The related steps as follows: 

1) The reader or the authorized interrogator sends the 

request to               the tag. 

2) The tag responds back to the reader with newly 

generated 16-bit random number. 
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3) Now the reader performing the bitwise XOR 

operation between the 16-bit MSB of access 

password and the newly generated 16-bit random 

number from the tag and generates cipher text 

string. Which means 16-bit MSB of cover coded 

password. 

4) Now the tag decrypts the 16-bit cipher text by 

doing bitwise     XOR operation between the cipher 

text and 16-bit random number generated by tag 

itself. 

5) Again the reader sends the request to the tag.  

6) The tag responds back to the reader with anther 

newly generated 16-bit random number. 

7) Now the reader performing the bitwise XOR 

operation between the 16-bit LSB of access 

password and the newly generated 16-bit random 

number from the tag and generates cipher text 

string. Which means 16-bit LSB of cover coded 

password. 

8) Now the tag decrypts the 16-bit cipher text by 

doing bitwise XOR operation between the cipher 

text and 16-bit random number generated by tag 

itself. 

9) Fourth and eighth steps are verified for 

authentication purpose. If both steps are verified 

the authentication starts between tag and reader. 

Otherwise communication ends between tag and 

reader. 

B. Konidala Et Al. Mutual Authentication Scheme: 

Access and kill passwords plays an important role in 

Konidala et al authentication[9]. Here also both passwords 

use 32-bit for proper authentication between the tag-reader. 

For computation of the cover coding pad this scheme takes 

two rounds of pad generation. In first round pad generation 

performs the PadGen operation over the 32-bit access 

password and in second round performs PadGen operation 

over the 32-bit kill password. This PadGen operation is used 

to generate 16-bit Pads for cover coding access password. 

 
Fig. 1: Epcglobal One-Way Reader-Tag Authentication      

Scheme. 

The corresponding Konidala et al. authentication 

scheme is shown in figure 2. The below steps explains how 

this authentication works. 

1) The reader or the authorized interrogator sends the 

request RegR to the tag. 

2) In this scheme the tag generates two 16-bit random 

numbers RT1 and RT2. 

3) The tag responds back to the reader with newly 

generated two 16-bit random numbers RT1 and                               

RT2. These two random numbers having unique 

EPC. 

4) Reader forwards these two random numbers with 

their corresponding unique EPC to the backend 

data base/server. 

5) Now the server/manufacture checks these two EPC 

for validation purpose to retrieve the tag’s access 

password and kill password form the server/back 

end database. If the validation is done the 

manufacture generates four 16-bit random numbers 

RM1, RM2, RM3 and RM4. 

6) By doing the pad generation operation between RT1 

and RM1 ie PadGen(RT1, RM1) and RT2 and RM2 ie 

PadGen(RT2, RM2) we getting the 16-bit MSBs 

cover coded password(CCpwdM1) and 16-bit 

LSBs of the cover coded password(CCpwdL1). 

7) Now the manufacture sends RM1, RM2, RM3, RM4, 

CCpwdL1 and CCpwdM1 with unique EPC to the 

reader.  

8) The reader forwards these chipper text and related 

random numbers to the tag for validation purpose. 

9) If the validation is not done properly the protocol 

will terminate. If the validation is done properly the 

tag generates another two random numbers RT3 and 

RT4. 

10) By doing the pad generation operation between RT3 

and RM3 ie PadGen(RT3, RM3) and RT4 and RM4 ie 

PadGen(RT4, RM4) we getting the 16-bit MSBs 

cover coded password(CCpwdM2) and 16-bit 

LSBs of the cover coded password(CCpwdL2). 

11) Now the tag sends newly generated RT3, RT4 

CCpwdL2 and CCpwdM2 with unique EPC to the 

reader.  

12) The reader forwards these chipper text and related 

random numbers to the manufacture for validation 

purpose.  

13) If the validation is not done properly the protocol 

will terminate. If the validation is done properly the 

authentication process starts. 

14) If validation done the authentication starts between 

reader and tag. 

 
Fig. 2: Konidala Et Al. Authentication Scheme. 
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III. ENHANCED PADGEN PROTOCOL 

One-way reader-tag authentication scheme is ISO 18000-6C 

based protocol. This protocol tags just lock the memory of 

the tag with 32-bit password. Which means ISO 18000-6C 

protocol lock the tag memory ie it doesn’t give any 

information of the tag to the unauthorized user. But this 32-

bit password has to be sent through air medium itself 

without any contact between the tag and reader. Only one 

time pad cover code available via this ISO 18000-6C 

protocol. Hence this protocol enables lot of security issues. 

Because this protocol works without any strong 

cryptography. So to overcome these problems Konidala et 

al. proposed an authentication scheme. Konidala et al. 

scheme explains the pad generation operation. This pad 

generation produces the cover coded pad to mask the tag’s 

access password before it is transmitted. The drawback of 

this scheme is that we have to give the inputs to the PadGen 

operation and it is known to user. And this inputs may get to 

the unauthorized user by doing the correlation operation to 

recover the access password from the tag. To overcome this 

problem proposed another authentication scheme. This 

proposed scheme based on the XOR and MOD operation to 

generate the securable PAD output. The corresponding 

scheme and explanation is shown below 

 
Fig. 3: Tag–Reader Mutual Authentication Scheme Using 

XOR or MOD Operation 

The below steps explains how XOR and MOD 

authentication scheme works. 

1) The reader or the authorized interrogator sends the 

request RegR to the tag. 

2) In this scheme the tag generates 16-bit random 

number RT1. 

3) The tag responds back to the reader with newly 

generated 16-bit random number RT1 with unique 

EPC. 

4) Reader forwards these random number with their 

corresponding unique EPC to the backend data 

base/server. 

5) Now the server/manufacture checks EPC with 16-

bit RT1 for validation purpose to retrieve the tag’s 

access password and kill password form the 

server/back end database. If the validation is done 

the manufacture generates two 16-bit random 

numbers RM1, RM2. 

6) Generate the 16-bit PAD using the XOR or MOD 

scheme. 

7) By doing the pad generation operation between RT1 

and RM1 ie PadGen(RT1, RM1) we getting the 16-bit 

MSBs cover coded password(CCpwdM1) and 16-

bit LSBs of the cover coded password(CCpwdL1). 

8) Now the manufacture sends RM1, RM2, CCpwdL1 

and CCpwdM1 with unique EPC to the reader.  

9) The reader forwards these chipper text and related 

random numbers to the tag for validation purpose. 

10) If the validation is not done properly the protocol 

will terminate.  

11) If the validation is done properly the tag generates 

another two random numbers RT2. 

12) By doing the pad generation operation between RT2 

and RM2 ie PadGen(RT2, RM2) we getting the 16-bit 

MSBs cover coded password(CCpwdM2) and 16-

bit LSBs of the cover coded password(CCpwdL2). 

13) Now the tag sends newly generated RT2, CCpwdL2 

and CCpwdM2 with unique EPC to the reader.  

14) The reader forwards these chipper text and related 

random numbers to the manufacture for validation 

purpose.  

15) If the validation is not done properly the protocol 

will terminate. If the validation is done properly the 

authentication process starts. 

16) If validation done the authentication starts between 

reader and tag. 

IV. PAD-GENERATION FUNCTION 

Pad generation is the process of performing the pad 

generation over the 32-bit kill password and lastly 

producing 16-bit pad. In first step pad generation operation 

over the 32-bit access password with the random number 

generated by the tag and the manufacture. The outcome of 

this pad generation is 16-bit output. In the next step pad 

generation over the 32-bit kill password with the random 

number generated by the tag and previously generated 16-bit 

output from the first step. Access password and kill 

password are of 32-bits. Pad generation function producing 

16-bit pads to cover code the 32-bit access password’s two 

parts those are 16-bit MSB’s of the access 

password(ApwdM) and 16-bit LSB’s of the access 

password(ApwdL).  The pad generation function takes 

individual bits of the access password(Apwd) and kill 

password(Kpwd)  from the memory locations by 

manipulating the 16- bit random numbers and concatenates 

these bits and generating 16-bit pad. Binary representation 

of the access passwors and kill password is shown below. 

Apwd = A0 A1 A2 A3 . . . . . . . . .  A31                      (1) 

Kpwd = K0 K1 K2 K3. . . . . . . . . K31                        (2) 

Base notation is in binary. 

RTx  and RMx are the two 16-bit random numbers 

generated by the tag and manufacture and are represented by 

RTx = DT0 DT1 DT2 DT3. . . . . . . . . DT15                         (3) 

RMx = DM0 DM1 DM2 DM3. . . . . . . DM15                         (4) 

Base notation is in binary. 

We can write these two random numbers in 

hexadecimal notation. Because this notation is more useful 

in further process. 
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RTx = DT1 DT2 DT3 DT4                                                            (5) 

RMx = DM1 DM2 DM3 DM4                                                     (6) 

Base notation is in hexadecimal. 

Each bit represents 4-bit binary number. 

Each bit of random numbers generated by tag and 

manufacture RTx  and RMx represents bit location of access 

password and by doing the concatenation operation with 

these bits producing 16-bit output. The corresponding 

expressions are shown below 

Apwd  PadGen(RTx, RMx) 

DV1 = { Apwd[DT1], Apwd[DT2], Apwd[DT3], Apwd[DT4] } 

DV2 = Apwd[DT1] + (16* Apwd[DT2]) + (16*Apwd[DT3]) + 

(16*Apwd[DT4]) + 16  

DV3 = { Apwd[DM1], Apwd[DM2], Apwd[DM3], Apwd[DM4] 

} 

DV4 = Apwd[DM1] + (16* Apwd[DM2]) + (16*Apwd[DM3]) + 

(16*Apwd[DM4]) + 16  

Apwd  PadGen(RTx, RMx) = { DV1, DV2, DV3, DT4}      (7) 

Output is of binary 16-bit. 

Next step is pad generation is over 32-bit kill 

password. This PadGen generates 16-bit PAD and is given 

by 

PAD = Kpwd – PadGen(Apwd  PadGen(RTx, RMx), RTx) 

Kpwd – PadGen({ DV1, DV2, DV3, DT4}, RTx) 

HP1 = { Kpwd[DV1], Kpwd[DV2], Kpwd[DV3], Kpwd[DV4] } 

HP2 = { Kpwd[DV1 + 16], Kpwd[DV2 + 16], Kpwd[DV3 + 16], 

Kpwd[DV4 + 16] } 

HP3 = { Kpwd[DT1], Kpwd[DT2], Kpwd[DT3], Kpwd[DT4] } 

HP4 = { Kpwd[DT1 + 16], Kpwd[DT2 + 16], Kpwd[DT3 + 16], 

Kpwd[DT4 + 16] } 

Kpwd – PadGen(Apwd  PadGen(RTx, RMx), RTx) = { HP1 , 

HP2 , HP3 , HP4}            

PAD = { HP1 , HP2 , HP3 , HP4}                                     (8) 

PAD output is of binary 16-bit. 

V. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Padgen Mutual Authentication Architecture 

The PadGen function is operated on 32-bit access and kill 

password of the tag’s. Access password is expressed as 

Apwd = A0 A1 A2 A3 . . .A31. This access password is 

divided into two parts of 16-bit each. They are denoted as 

ApwdM  and ApwdL. The 16-bit random generated by tag is 

RTx and is expressed as RTx = DT1 DT2 DT3 DT4 and 16-bit 

random number generated by manufacture is RMx and is 

expressed as  

 
Fig. 4: Padgen Functional Block Diagram in the Mutual 

Authentication Scheme. 

RMx = DM1 DM2 DM3 DM4. By doing the pad 

generation operation on access and kill password with the 

two 16-bit random numbers we getting the pad output at the 

end. The figure 4. shows corresponding operation. 

 
Fig. 5: Functional Block Diagram of the XOR-Padgen 

Operation. 

B. Xor Padgen Mutual Authentication Architecture 

In this architecture there is no use of cover coded password. 

Without using CCpwd we generating two 16-bit pad’s at the 

output with more security to the tag and reader. 

Here also we doing pad generation operation with 

Apwd and two random numbers RTx and RMx. And in next 

step using Kpwd and random numbers for PadGen 

operation. Figure 5. shows the exact operation of XOR 

mutual authentication scheme. 

C. Simulation And Implementation Results 

 
Fig. 6: Simulation Results of the Padgen Function 

 
Fig. 6: Simulation Results of the XOR Padgen Function 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the functionality of the PadGen mutual 

authentication protocol and XOR PadGen mutual 

authentication protocol were verified using the verilog 
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hardware description language. The proposed XOR PadGen 

mutual authentication protocol is feasible in improving the 

weakness of EPC C1G2 network. The XOR PadGen is more 

efficient and it provides the stronger authentication and 

more privacy protection and security. The verification 

results on the Spartan III E board with the simulation 

counterparts using Modelsim XE II. 
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